Abstract. We propose a new sort-based transform for lossless data compression that can replace the BWT transform in the block-sorting data compression algorithm. The proposed transform is a parametric generalization of the BWT and the RadixZip transform proposed by Vo and Manku (VLDB, 2008), which is a rather new variation of the BWT. For a class of parameters, the transform can be performed in time linear in the data length. We give an asymptotic compression bound attained by our algorithm.
Introduction
The block-sorting data compression algorithm [4] has been analyzed and evaluated both theoretically and empirically by researchers from the fields of information theory and algorithms. Several extensions to this algorithm and applications have been developed for various purposes [1] . Most of these extensions are modifications and generalizations of the BWT (the Burrows-Wheeler Transform), which is the core component of the block-sorting data compression algorithm. Few transformations that are completely different from the BWT have been developed. One such recent example is the RadixZip Transform proposed by Vo and Manku [9] , which can replace the BWT in the block-sorting data compression algorithm.
In this paper, we propose a parametric generalization of the following two different transforms: the BWT and the permute transform in RadixZip. The proposed transform, called the generalized radix permute transform, or the GRP transform, bridges the two existing transforms. It also includes some of the finiteorder variations [8] , [7] of the BWT as special cases.
Data compression methods based on these transforms do not perform any context modeling in an apparent way. They are not classified into the class of statistical methods that make use of contexts to predict the following symbols. Actually, however, the transforms gather those symbols that occur in the same or similar contexts in a source string. In effect, they can be regarded as context modeling methods, each of which is distinguished in the length, or the order, of contexts it considers. While the original BWT uses unlimited order contexts, RadixZip uses the contexts of orders from zero to a predetermined upperbound.
RadixZip begins at the zeroth order context to gather the statistics of source strings, and it must inevitably include low-order contexts. It tends to fail in utilizing higher order contexts, on which any high-performance data compression method should rely.
In our GRP transform, the lowest order at which the encoder begins to obtain the statistics of source strings can be selected arbitrarily. The transform is more general than the finite-order variations of the BWT since both the highest and lowest orders of contexts can be controlled. It uses the contexts from the shortest to the longest cyclically on the source string to predict the following symbols. We show that as long as the lowest order remains constant, both the forward and inverse transformations run in time linear in the string length. Even if the lowest order is fixed, a compression method combining the GRP transform and an appropriate second-step encoder can attain an asymptotic compression bound similar to that obtained on the block-sorting data compression method.
For space reasons, we concentrate only on presenting the GRP transform itself and its asymptotic analysis in compression performance. The GRP transform can be applied to any data of any length. However, for simplicity we present a version, in which we require the data lengths to be integer multiples of a parameter.
GRP Transform
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be an n-symbol string over an ordered alphabet A of size |A|. The string x[i : j] represents a substring x i · · · x j for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, and the empty string λ for i > j. The string x[i : j] will be denoted also as x j i in the later analysis section. Similarly, a two-dimensional n × m matrix M of symbols is denoted by
Similar to the BWT, the GRP transform converts the input string x[1 : n] to another string y[1 : n] ∈ A n and an integer L. The GRP transform has two integer parameters. The first parameter is called the block length, which is denoted by . For simplicity it is assumed that the string length n is an integer multiple of , that is, n = b for an integer b.
In our transform, the input string is divided into b non-overlapping blocks of length , and saved as the column vectors of a matrix as follows:
The second parameter of the GRP transform is called the context order, or simply order, which is a non-negative integer less than or equal to . 
As an example, consider the string
and let = 3 and d = 2. Then, b = 5 and
Forward Transformation
The forward transformation of the GRP transform proceeds as follows: For the string given in (3), the above procedure works as follows:
Step 2: i = 1
Perform a stable sort on the columns of T using the first row as the key to yield
Now, the column v has shifted to the second column. Thus, we have L = 2.
Perform a stable sort on the columns in T by using the second row. This does not change the value of T since the row was already sorted. Now, L = 2 is stored.
Step 3: i = 3
The third row of T , ttsot, is outputted. Then, perform a stable sort on the columns in T by using the third row to yield
The fourth row of T , thsho, is outputted. Then, perform a stable sort on the columns in T by using the fourth row to yield
The fifth row of T , oopps, is outputted. Since i = +d (= 5), the concatenation of the above three outputs and the value of L yield
This is the result of the GRP transform of the string given in (3).
Inverse Transformation
The GRP transform is reversible. The inverse transformation of the GRP transform is more complicated than the forward transformation. Actually, in its description below, we will introduce a couple of auxiliary matrices that have not appeared in the forward transformation. However, these matrices are used only for explaining the transformation and are not essential for the transformation. The values of the parameters and d, and the string length n are the same in both the forward and inverse transformations. Hence, the number of blocks of the string, b = n/ , is an integer.
Set its th row to the bottom row of an ( + d) × b matrix U ; / * The top − 1 rows of U are initialized to be empty. * / 2. (b) Considering the bottom row of V to be a significant part of the key, perform a radix sort on the columns of V (that is, perform a stable sort on the columns of V using the first to dth rows as the keys in this order); (c) Stack the matrix V on U ; / * Note that U is now identical to T which is obtained immediately after
Step 2 in the forward transformation. * / 4. Let w be the Lth column of U ; Copy w to the bth column of an ( + d) × b matrix T ; 5. for j := 1 to b − 1 do (a) From the columns of U that have not been copied to T , select the leftmost column that has the same d top symbols as the bottom d-symbol column of w; (b) Set w := the selected column, and copy it to T as the jth column; end for 6. / * The matrix T in (2) has been reconstructed. * / Recover the original string by
Before giving the general explanation of the reversibility of the above inverse transformation, we show how it works for the example given in (5).
Step 1
Step 2:
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5:
Step 6
x[1 : 15] = hotspotstopshot.
Reversibility and Complexity
In order to show the reversibility of the GRP transform, we first note the symmetric relation between Step 3 of the forward transformation and Step 2 of the inverse transformation, which can be stated in the following lemma. The above lemma can be proved by induction on j. The case of j = 0 corresponds to the initial state of the loop in Step 2 of the inverse transformation. In this state, the bottom row of U is simply a copy of the last output of Step 3 of the forward transformation. From the condition of the lemma, we have i = d + when j = 0, which corresponds to the last iteration of Step 3 of the forward transformation. Therefore, the statement of the lemma holds for j = 0. Starting from this initial state, we can show the validity of the statement from j = 1 to j = − 1, inductively. Finally, we can show that, at the end of Step 2 of the inverse transformation, the bottom rows of U are identical to the bottom rows of T that are obtained immediately after Step 2 of the forward transformation. In the inverse transformation, the process then moves on to Step 3, which is essentially the same as Step 2 of the forward transformation. Thus, we can establish the fact written as the comment in Step 3 of the inverse transformation that U and T are identical. The rest of the inverse transformation, namely Steps 4 and 5, can be easily validated by the stability of the sorting process of Step 2 of the forward transformation. In this way, we can prove the reversibility of the GRP transform.
Here, we make a brief comment about the time complexity of the GRP transform. We assume that each stable sorting process can be performed linearly by using bucket sorting. Under this assumption, the forward transformation can be
The inverse transformation seems more time-demanding than the forward transformation since Step 5 of the inverse transformation requires string searching. Actually, however, we can perform this process of string searching in O(bd) time by using the result of Step 3 (b). In Step 5, for every column, say w, of U , we must find a column that has the same d top symbols as the d-symbol bottom column of w.
Step 3 has already established the correspondence between every w and at least one such column. Moreover, after the step, all columns are arranged in lexicographic order of the top d-symbols. Therefore, it is not so difficult to find the column that satisfies the condition of Step 5. The total time required in Step 5 is proportional to the total number of symbols in the top d rows in T . In summary, we can prove the following theorem. 
Information Theoretical Analysis
Second-Step Algorithm
Similar to the BWT, the GRP transform requires a second-step algorithm for actual compression. In addition to the same algorithms as those adopted in the block sorting compression algorithm [1] , [5] , we may incorporate new encoding methods that rely on the nature of the GRP transform. For example, the output string of the GRP transform is a concatenation of blocks; each block can be encoded by distinct encoding methods. In this paper, however, we consider only the simplest case for the analysis of asymptotic performance of the proposed transform.
We encode the output y[1 : n] of the GRP transform by using the Move-toFront (MTF) encoding scheme [3] , which produces a list of integers from 1 to the size |A| of the source alphabet. Then, we encode each integer in the list using the δ code of Elias [6] . The codeword length for integer t is upperbounded by f (t) = log t + 2 log(log t + 1) + 1 bit, (6) where all logarithms in this paper are taken to base 2. We will ignore the codeword for the integer component L of the output, for simplicity.
Asymptotic Characterization
The following analysis is based mainly on the model in [2] . Although the order d can be extended to an arbitrary integer as mentioned above, we restrict its range to 0 ≤ d ≤ . We first shift the blocks of the input string by d symbols. That is, we assume 
Step 3 of the forward transformation, their contexts are lexicographically arranged as columns consisting of top d + k − 1 rows of T . That is, the same contexts appear consecutively as columns in T (see Fig. 1 ).
In Fig. 1, y 1|c is the ith symbol of y[(k − 1)b + 1 : kb] that appeared in context c. Thus, y 1|c , y 2|c , y 3|c , . . . , y N (c)|c are the symbols that appear sequentially in this order in context c in the transformed string, where N (c) is the number of blocks that have the same prefix c. In general, for an arbitrary string a According to the proof of Theorem 1 in [2] , the sum of the lengths of the codewords representing the symbol a in context c can be bounded by
The kth 
where the second summation is taken over a d+k so that N (a d+k 1
) is greater than zero.
Suppose that an input string is generated from a stationary and ergodic source 
Similarly, p(a
The conditional joint entropy H(X
The entropy rate of a stationary source can be characterized in multiple ways. 
for fixed b and ε > 0. Moreover, we introduce the following set:
When we encode a b -symbol prefix of x by using the proposed scheme, we represent the codeword length corresponding to the substring x[d+1
We can now bound the codeword length for each source symbol in our encoding scheme in a series of theorems, which we will present without proofs. with probability one.
The above theorem shows that the symbolwise application of the MTF scheme followed by Elias' δ code simply yields the same bound as that obtained by the block-sorting data compression method when used under the same conditions. Thus, to eliminate the additive terms other than the entropy rate H in (20), we must incorporate such techniques as alphabet extension into our scheme.
In addition to such theoretical techniques, more practical ones like run length encoding have been combined with the BWT to improve its actual compression performance. We have to introduce similar techniques to the proposed scheme to make it applicable to real data. Furthermore, although the bound in (20) can be attained by setting, e.g., b = O( √ n) and = O( √ n), as n → ∞, these parameters also have to be optimized from a practical viewpoint.
Conclusion
We have proposed a sort-based transform, called the GRP transform, which is a parametric generalization of the BWT. Future work includes efficient implementation of the transform for d ≥ and evaluation of practical compression schemes based on it.
